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Abstract--Side-looking radar (SLR) is an active (all-weather) remote sensor that remained under a strict 
military blanket for a long time. In the early 1970s, itstarted to be known to civilian users and researchers. 
Thus, few accounts started to appear in the open literature investigating the possibility of using this sensor 
for mapping earth resources. Among many remote sensing systems, both air- and space-borne, SLR is 
still the least known. 
This paper addresses the question of mathematical modelling of the imaging eometry and errors of 
side-looking radar. Both air- and space-borne cases have been discussed and analysed. Systematic errors 
arising from the various ources have been derived and mathematically modelled. A generalized pair of 
correction polynomials was then formulated in order to use it to correct SLR image coordinates from 
these systematic errors. 
INTRODUCTION 
The basic geometry of side-looking radar (SLR) systems has been studied by a small number of 
investigators especially in the early 1970s when the imagery from these systems first started to 
become available to non-military users. The results of these rather varied studies, which concerned 
both the real-aperture and synthetic-aperture types of SLR, have been published by Graham [1, 2], 
Hockeborn [3], Konecny and Derenyi [4], Laprade and Leonardo [5], Leberl [6, 7] and Norvelle [8]. 
From the geometric point of view, SLR imagery is rather complex, since it is being produced 
through the continuous interaction of mechanical, optical and electronic omponents functioning 
in a dynamic mode of operation. The geometric aspects of SLR imagery will first be investigated 
from a theoretical point of view. However, this will inevitably have its limitations, since the actual 
instrumentation will almost certainly operate rather differently in practice to what it was originally 
designed to do. Hence the matter of calibration (or the lack of it) will figure prominently in any 
discussion of the geometric haracteristics of SLR system. To calibrate the system, i.e. to see how 
it actually performs as distinct from what it was designed to do, one or other of two different 
approaches can be implemented. 
System technique 
Here the whole instrument unit is subjected to a thorough calibration both after manufacture 
and during service. The application of this technique (which is equivalent to that followed with 
photogrammetric cameras) should present a clear picture of the performance and distortion 
characteristics of the entire imaging system. On this basis, the geometrical rectification of the 
imagery produced by that particular system is possible without any additional control data, 
provided it can be combined with the continuous measurement and recording of the position and 
height and all motions of the platform while it is being operated. Such a procedure appears 
especially suitable for the rectification of a large volume of imagery such as that generated from 
a spacecraft equipped with a wide-swath imaging system. 
Unfortunately, however, this is also the most complex and expensive technique to implement in 
practice. Consequently, the implementation f a systematic calibration both after manufacture and 
regularly during service (corresponding to that of a camera calibration) does not seem to take place 
in practice. The reasons for this omission may be the complexity and expense of the procedure but 
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an important factor is the lack of demand for it from the main body of military users. Furthermore, 
the development of techniques for calibrating and monitoring the actual performance of the SLR 
system does not appear to have reached a satisfactory operational level. Konecny [9] comments 
that radar system designers are not in a position, nor do they seem to be concerned to ensure that 
the system operation and the actual platform orientation parameters should be measured and 
recorded to the desired accuracy. Therefore any analysis of the SLR imagery itself or the devising 
of techniques for its geometric rectification can only be carried out in the knowledge that the 
information ormally available from regular systematic calibration (as occurs in the case of 
photogrammetric cameras) will not be available to the users of SLR imagery. 
Image testing technique 
As an alternative, representative samples of radar imagery may be subjected to measurement and 
analysis using a test field of measured control points as given information. Obviously, this approach 
has its limitations but nearly all reported work on the calibration and possible utilization of SLR 
imagery for mapping applications has employed this technique. 
THE IMAGE COORDINATE SYSTEM OF SLR 
The basic geometry and principle of operation of SLR have been outlined on several occasions, 
e.g. Leberl [7] and need not be repeated. In this paper more emphasis will be placed on the 
mathematical relations of these systems with a view to devising and implementing umerical and 
analytical techniques for rectification of the imagery. 
With a SLR, 1-D imaging takes place, normally using a CRT as the image generating device. 
Instead of directions (as in aerial photography), double transit times of the radar pulse are 
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Fig. 1. Geometry and coordinate system for an SLR image of a fiat terrain. 
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measured for a whole set of reflectors located along a very narrow beam (approximating to a line) 
or the ground (Fig. la). Furthermore, the imaging takes place sequentially both along such a beam 
and along successive lines. This can be contrasted with the simultaneous exposure of all terrain 
points in a single image using a conventional frame camera. Essentially, the measured transit times 
are converted to slant ranges. For a given sensor altitude, the presentation of the image may also 
be made in the form of ground distances. 
If Ati represents the double transit time towards a particular object point P with coordinates 
(Xp, Yp) at the time ti, the value of Ati is very small due to the very high speed of electromagnetic 
energy (c = 300,000 km/s). Thus, for an object located 6 km from the SLR set, a 12 km double 
transit distance will be completed in s. In practice, it is most unlikely that a measurable change 
in the orientation parameters can take place within such a short period. Thus, the orientation 
matrix and the coordinates of the exposure station can be considered to be constant for all points 
lying along a single line on the image with the same x-coordinate. For the computations of slant 
range (S) and ground range (Sg) in SLR systems, the following equations are used (Fig. la): 
S = (Sg 2+ H2)  I/2 - cAti" 
2 ' 
and 
where 
and 
Sg=(S 2- H2)l/2=I(-cAti)2 n J ,2-]1/2 (1) 
H = flying height, 
c = velocity of microwave propagation 
t; = time between transmission and reception of a radar pulse. 
The actual image coordinate yp in the cross-track direction corresponding to the slant range S 
to a point P on a slant range presentation is given by 
cAti c "e 
ya=myT-my 2 ' (2) 
where 
and 
my = the value of the image scale in the cross-track direction 
e = the sweep delay constant whose value (in/~s) should be known a priori as an inner 
orientation parameter. 
For ground range presentation, and considering imaging over fiat ground, one may write, 
, I-/C" Ati'X 2 2-] 1/2 C .e  
y,:m, LI--T- ) -H J --my 2 '  (3) 
where H is the nominal platform height above terrain. 
In the x-(along-track) direction, the x-coordinate of an image point P is a function of the time 
tj at which the object point P has been imaged. If tj0 is the time for which x = 0, and tj~, the time 
at which x = xp, then 
/-tj =tip dv 
xp= / - -dt j~-( t jv - t jo) 'v ;  (4) 
Jtj=tj 0 dtj 
where 
v = the velocity of the recording film movement whose value must be known from inner 
orientation parameters; and 
dtj = the usual variable of integration of the given integral function. 
C.A.M.W.A. |4/2--B 
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At the same time, xv is a function of the carrying vehicle's velocity V so that, 
x = mxV(tjp -- tjo), (5) 
where 
mx = the scale factor in the along-track direction which again must be known a priori as an 
inner orientation parameter; and 
V = obtained either from the system velocity sensor (such as an inertial navigation system 
or a Doppler radar) or a nominal value is assumed. 
Thus a rectangular image coordinate system can be defined in the radar image such that the 
x-image coordinate points lie in the azimuth direction (i.e. in the flight or orbital direction) and 
the y-image coordinate in the direction normal to this (i.e. in the range direction) (see Fig. lb). 
INNER ORIENTAT ION 
The term inner orientation refers to the definition and determination of certain quantities, which 
must be known so that the image recorded by the SLR system may later be reconstructed either 
geometrically or analytically. In conventional photogrammetry, these quantities are: (i) the 
principal point, which is the orthogonal projection of the inner perspective centre on the image 
plane; (ii) the principal distance, which is the distance from the interior projection centre to the 
image plane; and (iii) the lens distortion characteristics of the taking camera. In an ideal geometrical 
system, the bundle of rays on the image side of the projective centre should be congruent to those 
on the object side. In reality, however, the ray path becomes distorted to a certain extent while 
travelling from the exterior to the interior projection centre. Several different calibration procedures 
are available to photogrammetrists to ascertain the occurrence and the extent of this distortion in 
frame cameras. 
However, for a dynamic imaging device such as a SLR, completely different considerations come 
into play. The inner orientation parameters which need to be considered are as follows. 
(a) Timing and range marks should appear which relate the x- and y-coordinates to the time 
tj and the transit time Ati. The timing marks are generated on the image in the x-direction by the 
SLR system's crystal-controlled oscillator which acts as an electronic lock and generates mall 
ticks on the image at predetermined time intervals. Another corresponding set of marks known 
as range marks are also generated in the y-direction by the same oscillator. Both types of marks 
are recorded uring the in-flight generation of the image and may be used later to check on the 
system's internal errors. 
(b) The sweep delay constant (e) has already been defined and its value should be known as part 
of the inner orientation. Its value (in #s) should normally be determined uring manufacture and 
checked periodically during its use in the field. It can then be supplied to the user of SLR imagery. 
(c) Where applicable, constant CRT deflection errors should also be determined. The voltage 
applied to the deflection plates of the CRT should ensure that the flying spot which writes the image 
moves across the face of the tube at a constant speed if a slant range presentation is required or, 
alternatively, atanother predefined speed if a ground range presentation is required. Any deviation 
of the voltage from the required value will give rise to an error in the range direction. If no CRT 
is used for imaging, this effect will of course be completely absent. 
(d) The scale factors mx and my, should be determined exactly for both x and y image directions. 
Since the scale of an SLR image along the y-axis (my) will change due to the slant range projection, 
only an average scale number can be defined. If a ground range presentation is made, then a more 
accurate determination of the scale number should be possible. This is the width of the imaged 
ground strip in terrain terms divided by the width of its record on film. 
In the x-direction, the scale m x may be viewed as being the ratio between the platform velocity 
and the film velocity. A constant value of this parameter depends heavily on good synchronization 
between the velocity of the film motion and the ground speed of the actual platform. A check for 
this is carried out using items of parameter (a) above. 
(e) The number of ground resolution elements contained in a single scanned line should match 
the number of resolution elements which can be displayed on the CRT. The resolution of the actual 
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film used to record the image should also match these requirements. A typical high quality CRT 
contains 6000 points in a line of 10 cm length corresponding to a resolution of 30 lines/mm. It is 
of course impossible to incorporate a bar target with a range of low and high contrast argets for 
the measurement of SLR image resolution as can be done in camera calibration procedures. 
Instead, the resolution can only be checked by simple post-flight procedures based on measurement 
of objects of known dimensions. 
( f  ) The calibration of the orientation of the antenna and its mount with respect o the platform 
reference system may need to be carried out. This should be done when the actual antenna is being 
mounted or attached to the platform and may need to be checked from time to time during the 
period of operational use of the system. 
Effects of errors in inner orientath~n parameters on SLR imagery 
Due to certain imperfections in the radar equipment and its operation, the values of certain of 
the parameters of inner orientation discussed in the previous ection will not always keep to their 
calibration values. In particular, the following errors in these parameters need to be considered. 
(i) The time-basis: the sweep delay e could be erroneous by Ae. This gives rise to an error in 
the image position in the y-direction of 
A c Ay =my( e)~.  (6) 
(ii) The voltages applied to the CRT deflection coils should be such as to make the flying spot 
move with a constant speed (if a slant range presentation is required) or some other given speed 
(e.g. if a ground range presentation is required). Any deviation in the required voltage causes a 
constant error (Aq) in the flying spot speed q which leads to an error Ay in the image position 
produced on the CRT given by 
m Y Ay=-  y(~-i)(Aq)(2 ) . (7) 
Furthermore, the CRT-screen ormally has a curved surface so that an image produced by direct 
photography of the screen results in geometric errors. These errors have been described by 
Wong [10] as 
Ax = -y(al l r l  + a21r I3 +""  )~ 
Ay y(bl+bllr l2+ "...) 
where 
(Y -Ym,x) I r l= (see Fig. 2) 
2 
Actual. surface of screen  i Ideot surfoce j of screen  
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C max. 
Fig. 2. CRT deflection errors. 
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and 
a], a2 . . . .  a,; bt,b2 . . . .  b, are constants. (8) 
(//i) Film transport and ground speed: an error Av in the film velocity resulting from inaccurate 
synchronization with the platform velocity gives an error Ax in the image x-coordinate. If this is 
constant value, then 
Av 
Ax = x - - ,  (9) 
v 
where v is the velocity of the film movement. Further internal geometrical errors of a similar nature 
may also arise in the optical processing of the SLR data. For example, an along-track scale error 
(Ax) will also be generated if the image film velocity is not matched exactly to the velocity of the 
signal film in the optical processor. Film deformations may also occur in either the signal or image 
films. Again these are likely to result in an affine scale change [which can also be viewed as a linear 
change in x (i.e. Ax)]. So the effect of all of these errors is likely to be substantially the same, 
whatever their source. 
From the discussion above, the overall formula for the description of the errors of interior 
orientation can be set out as follows: 
Av 13 t (Ax) to ta l=x. - - -y (a l l r l+a2 l r  +'" )  v 
c (m__q~) (c )  
(Ay)tota] = my(Ae) ~-  y (Aq) -~ + y(b I + b2r 2 +. .  "). 
(10) 
No quantitative information is, however, available to the present author to test the significance 
of this derived expression. It will be noted that these two equations can be simplified and written 
in the following general form: 
Ax = a o + alx + a2y, 
Ay = b o + bly. (1 1) 
EXTERIOR ORIENTATION 
So far, this discussion of the geometric haracteristics of the SLR image has omitted any 
consideration fthe location of the antenna nd its relationship with the points on the terrain which 
will be imaged by the SLR system. Furthermore, any basic relationships established between the 
antenna nd the terrain must take account of the fact that rotations and translations will be present 
during image formation, just as they are with photographic imaging systems. Thus, the effects of 
these deviations from the nominal or assumed position and direction of the antenna need to be 
analysed also. 
Starting with conventional frame photography, the fundamental relations of analytical photo- 
grammetry between the image coordinates (Xp, yp) and the ground coordinates (Xe, Ye, Zv) of a 
particular terrain point (P) (Fig. 3) are given by the well-known formula 
= l/a l Yo 
La31 a32 a33J Zo Zv 
(12) 
where X0, Y0 and Z0 are the coordinates of the exposure station; and all to at3 are the coefficients 
of the orthogonal matrix which contain the o~, $ and x parameters (tilts) of the exterior orientation. 
As usual, f is the principal distance and 2 is a scale factor. 
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Fig. 3. Relation between image coordinates and object coordinates for aerial photography. 
Object coordinate system 
In undertaking the geometric analysis of SLR images, it is first necessary to define the different 
coordinate systems that may be used to relate the radar system to the actual terrain. These 
relationships have been defined by Leberl [7] (Fig. 4) and are given in modified form as follows. 
(a) The antenna coordinate system. The electrical centre of the radar antenna constitutes the 
origin O1 of the antenna coordinate system u, v, w. The w-axis points vertically upwards, the u-axis 
is the direction of the antenna's longitudinal axis and the v-axis lies in the direction of the actual 
line-scan. 
(b) The coordinate system of the antenna mount. The origin 02 of this system is located in the 
centre of the antenna mount with the u'-axis directed parallel to the antenna's longitudinal axis, 
while the w-axis again points vertically upwards along the normal and v'-axis occupies the third 
axis position in a left hand system. These three axes should be parallel to the u, v and w axes of 
the antenna nd only slightly shifted (translated) in position from the antenna centre itself. 
(c) The platform coordinate system. The coordinate system X, Y, Z has its origin 03 lying at the 
centre of gravity of the carrying vehicle. The .Y-axis is defined as being the vehicle's longitudinal 
axis, the Z-axis is again defined as lying along the normal in a vertical direction upwards from 
the origin and the F-axis occupies the position of the third axis according to the left-hand rule. 
Again, it must be remembered that the origin 03 will lie only a short distance from the origins Ol 
and 02 of the antenna nd antenna mount, respectively (as shown in Fig. 4). 
(d) The terrain coordinate system. The radar image coordinates of a point (xp, yp) must of course 
be expressed in terms of the ground coordinates (Xp, lip and Zp) of the corresponding point on 
the terrain. This requires the definition of a terrain system with its origin at 04. Normally, the 
values of Xp and Yp will be expressed in terms of a particular grid on a specified projection. The 
origin of the particular grid system will have to be defined, as will the characteristics of the 
particular projection on which it is based. Also, the reference l vel for heights will need to be defined 
(e.g. mean sea level). Zp is the height of point P above the reference surface. As an alternative, 
the system of geographical coordinates comprising latitude (b) and longitude (I) values can be used. 
Well-known formulae allow the transformation of geographical to grid coordinate values (and vice 
versa). 
(e) Geocentric oordinate system. This system with coordinates Xg, Yg, Zg has its origin 05 at 
the centre of the Earth. The Z-axis is directed along the Earth's polar axis of rotation while the 
Xg Yg plane lies in the equatorial plane with the Xg-axis passing through the intersection point of 
the Equator with the Greenwich meridian. Once again, the Yg-axis completes a left-hand system. 
Coordinate transformations 
The relationships between these different coordinate systems have been set out by 
Akovetskiy [11], Hockeborn [3] and Leberl [7] as follows: 
=A.B .C .D  Yg , (13) 
W S Zg 
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Fig. 4. Coordinate systems in the mathematical model of SLR. 
A is a matrix which contains the rotations required to transform coordinates in the 
antenna system into the coordinate system of the antenna mount; 
B is a rotation matrix which comprises the rotations required to bring the coordinates 
expressed in the system of the antenna mount into the coordinate system of the platform 
itself; 
C is the matrix of rotation between the X, Y, Z platform coordinate system and the XYZ 
ground coordinate system; and 
D is the matrix of rotations required for transformation from the .t, Y, Z system into the 
geocentric system Xg, Yg, Zg; 
Xg, Yg, Zg are the geocentric coordinates of a point P. 
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Matrices A, B, C and D are rotational matrices only. For a full transformation from one 
coordinate system to another, additional terms which describe the translations or shifts between 
the coordinate origins should also be included. 
Considering the rotational matrix A, if the angles between the u, v, w and the u', v', w' are known 
(e.g. from calibration) and if the three translations are known (also from calibration), then the full 
transformation f coordinates from the u, v, w system to the u', v', w' system can be carried out. 
Obviously the rotational matrix B, which relates the coordinate system of the antenna mount to 
the vehicle's coordinate system, can be derived in a similar manner, since the various rotations and 
translations are or should have been determined by calibration. In which case, strictly speaking, 
matrices A and B form part of the inner orientation of the SLR set. 
In practice, the coordinate axes of the u, v, w, u', v', w' and the X Y Z systems can be considered 
to be effectively parallel or very nearly parallel, in which case, A -  B = I (a unit matrix). 
Furthermore, the translational components of the full transformations will be of the order of 1 
or 2 m. Therefore, in practice, these are also too small to be considered as important taking account 
of the limited resolution capabilities of most SLR systems. Thus the values of the translations can, 
in most circumstances, beconsidered to be zero. 
While the translation and rotation values of the transformation matrices A and B are small, 
enabling the points O,, 02 and 03 and the corresponding coordinate axes u, v and w; u', v' and 
w'; and .~ Y Z to be considered as being coincident for most situations, the same consideration 
cannot be applied to the remaining origins 04 and 05 and their respective coordinate systems. For 
example, large shifts between the coordinate values of the origins and in the dimension of the 
rotation values can be expected in the transformation between the platform/antenna 
mount/antenna coordinate system and the ground coordinate system. The same remarks will 
apply to the transformation f coordinates between the ground and the geocentric oordinate 
systems. 
While the points discussed above are all relevant, once again in practice, the main consideration 
from the geometrical point of view will be the relationship between the position of the antenna 
at a given moment of time (defining the projection centre) and the corresponding set of points on 
the ground which can be imaged by the SLR system at that moment. Due to the inherent geometry 
of the system, there are notable constraints which apply to this relationship between these points 
which will be discussed in the next section. 
It is an obvious and welcome simplification to express the instantaneous position of the antenna 
in the air or in space (i.e. the projection centre) in the same ground coordinate system as that of 
the terrain being imaged, in which case the necessity to determine and use the transformation 
parameters discussed above will no longer be necessary. 
CONSTRAINTS IN IMAGING DIRECTION 
In considering the constraints involved in SLR imaging, it is essential to note that, while equation 
(12) can be applied to the case of conventional photogrammetry using perspective photographs, 
this has no validity and cannot be applied to SLR imagery. In conventional nalytical photo- 
grammetry, the exterior orientation parameters of equation (12), (X0, Y0, Z0, co, ~b and x) 
are constant for the whole of the imaged area in a single photograph. Furthermore, imaging 
can take place in any direction, i.e. along the line joining any point in the object space to the 
perspective centre (the optical centre of the taking camera) and then along a continuation of 
this line to the plane of the negative (which forms the basis of the well-known collinearity 
condition). This takes place simultaneously for all points located within the field of view for a single 
exposure. 
However, in the case of SLR, the sensor changes its position continuously during the exposure 
of the image of a corresponding area of the terrain. Therefore, there are a large number of 
projection centres located successively along the antenna vector (i.e. along the u-axis) during the 
imaging process (Fig. 5). Unlike aerial photography, the SLR imaging process is therefore highly 
constrained. Imaging can only take place in one direction only along a series of parallel vectors 
at right angles to the flight direction, i.e. along the v-axis and directions parallel to it. Consequently, 
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each of the successive points L J, K, L, M, N, . . . .  Q along the antenna vector (i.e. each successive 
projection centre) has its own relationship with the object space which will be quite different o 
those of the other points lying along this vector. 
The consequence of this is that, for each successive location of the antenna long the flight vector, 
imaging may take place in the vertical plane containing that location and situated at right angles 
to it and consequently along a single line on the ground. For each new position of the antenna, 
there is no possibility of imaging this particular line again. Instead, a new line located parallel to 
the first will be imaged. From the point of view of geometry, these considerations regarding the 
direction in which the imaging may take place constitute a fundamental difference in geometry 
between an aerial photograph and a SLR image. 
BASIC IMAGING EQUATIONS 
Referring to Fig. 5, the imaging process can be described as follows. 
At a certain instant of time the platform is located at the exposure station I (with coordinates 
X~, Y~ and Z~ in the ground system), which is some distance from the initial exposure station 0. 
At this instant, a single line on the terrain lying cross-track at right angles to the line 0I is imaged, 
extending from the point P~I with coordinates (Xp,,, YPtt' ZPtt) at the start of the imaged line in 
near range to the point Pin with coordinates (Xpin, Yp,n, Zp~ ) at the farthest position in the far range. 
This is the only line that can be imaged by the SLR at this particular moment. The longest slant 
range recorded corresponds to the point P~n (Xp~,, Yp~, Zp~ ) and is designated Sin while the shortest 
slant range recorded corresponds to point Ptt(Xtt, Yn, Z~) and is designated by St1. 
Turning next to the actual image of this line, the series of returns from the line P~ P~ on the 
terrain will be represented by a straight line lying at right angles to the flight vector designated 
by PI~ P~ on the image. The representation f this line on the actual image can, as discussed before, 
be either in slant range or ground range. The x-image coordinate of each of the points contained 
in the line Ptl Pin will be constant, its actual position on the image being a function of the distance 
that the platform has flown from the initial position 0 with ground coordinate values X0, Y0, Z0 
where imaging commenced (Fig. 5). The instantaneous exposure station (or projection centre) I
has ground coordinate values X~, Y~, Z~, so that the image x-coordinates of all the ground points 
exposed from this point I lie along the line P~l Ptn on the image and are given by 
x~,,  = x~,2 = x ,  = mx[ (X~-  x0)  2 + (]Ii - Y0) ~ + (z~-  z0)2] '/2, (14) 
where mx is the scale factor in the X-direction. This offers an alternative to the expression for the 
image coordinate x given in equation (5), expressed wholly in terms of the object space coordinates 
of the projection centres. 
In the across-track direction, each point imaged along the terrain line P~ P~n will be at a unique 
slant range from the instantaneous antenna position L These allow the generation of a series of 
discrete positions along the y-axis of the image. The first point on the image line (Ptl) corresponding 
to ground point P~j will have a zero y-image coordinate, i.e. it will lie on the x-axis of the image; 
the second point (Pr2), corresponding toground point Pr2, will have a y-image coordinate yp~2 which 
will be a function of the difference in slant range between points P~ and Pr2. Successive positions 
Pr3 . . . . .  P~n will be generated on the image with y-image coordinates yp, . . . . .  yp~. Each of these 
will be a function of the difference between the slant range to the point concerned Stn and the initial 
slant range to the first point Ptl on the line (S~l). This allows one to write the following equation 
for the y-image coordinate: 
but 
YPI~ = my[S l~ - S i t ]  
s,. = ~/(x~,~ - z , )  ~ + ( r , ,~  - Y , ) :  + (z~,~ - z , )  ~ 
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and 
st, = ~/ (x . , ,  - x t )  ~ + ( r . , ,  - Y . )  ~ + (z~. ,  - z t )  2 
• . Yh.  = my {[ (Xh .  - Xt)2 + (Yh .  - }'1) ~ + (Zh .  - Z t )  2]'/2 
- -  [ (Xp / l  - -  X t )2 (Yp / i  _ yl) 2 ..If. (Zp / I  - -  Z] )91] /2} ,  
where 
my = a scale factor in the cross-track direction 
and 
(15) 
n = 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  n being the successive numbering for the points lying along the cross-track 
direction. 
A few moments later, the platform will have moved to the exposure station J with object space 
coordinates Xj, Yj, Zs. At the exposure station J, a new line PslPs, on the terrain lying in the 
across-track direction will be imaged in the same manner as line Pn Pt, at the exposure station L 
All points PSI,. • •, Ps, located along this newly imaged line will have the same x-image coordinate 
value which will of course be different to those of the preceding line Pn . . . .  , Pt, (see Fig. 6). As 
already discussed, the y-image coordinates of all the points on the line Ps~ Ps, will be functions of 
the corresponding slant ranges Ss, and Sj~. This process continues for all successive platform 
positions between and including J, K, L, M, N, . . . .  etc. until the required strip of the terrain is 
imaged in its entirety. The general set of relationships between the image cordinates and the object 
coordinates of the successive projection centres and the corresponding terrain coordinates during 
the continuous imaging process can be expressed by the following equations: 
x, = mx[ (Xt  - Xo)  2 + (Y I  - Yo) 2 + (Z ,  - Z0)2] '/2 1 
YP" m"{[(Xh"--Xt)2+(rh"- Yt )2+(Zh" -  Zt)2]'/2 I " 
- [(X~,, - X,) ~ + (r~,, - r,) ~ + (Z~. - Z,)~] '/~} 
(16) 
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Fig. 6. Plan view of the imaged lines on film. 
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THE DETERMINATION OF THE ELEMENTS OF EXTERIOR ORIENTATION 
The designed or nominal flight path, the specified constant altitude of the platform and the 
desired attitude of the antenna re never achieved in practice due to many external factors, e.g. 
navigational errors and atmospheric turbulence for airborne systems and perturbations resulting 
from drag forces and variations in the Earth's gravity field for spaceborne systems, especially at 
low orbital altitudes. Three different approaches are possible for the assessment of exterior 
orientation parameters for single images. 
(i) By platform stabilization. This technique attempts to eliminate or minimize any departures 
from the designed or nominal flight pattern. While its successful implementation would have 
considerable advantages tothe users, to implement i fully is an enormously expensive undertaking. 
Furthermore, it may only be partially successful in fulfilling its declared aims, especially in airborne 
environments where substantial atmospheric turbulence may be prevalent, resulting in uncom- 
pensated epartures from the planned flight parameters of an unpredictable nature. With a 
sophisticated synthetic aperture radar such as the Aero Service/Goodyear GEMS--1000 airborne 
system, an equally sophisticated and expensive Inertial Navigation System (INS) gives continuous 
inputs to the autopilot o ensure that the aircraft is flown along the correct rack and at the correct 
altitude. Furthermore, the antenna mount receives inputs from the INS which will hopefully result 
in a stabilized attitude of the antenna. Although a few results have been published [1, 12, 13], 
generally speaking, it is quite difficult to establish from the literature the degree to which this type 
of stabilization is successful in practice. In less sophisticated systems, only co-stabilization of the 
antenna may be provided. 
(ii) By in-flight recording of the orientation parameters. An alternative approach is to measure 
the departures from the desired or designed flight path and parameters with a view to using this 
information later in the rectification process. Thus with an airborne system, an on-board Doppler 
radar can be used to track the actual flight path flown while an APR used in conjunction with a 
statoscope may record the terrain clearance and the variations in flying height. Various attitude 
sensors may be used to provide continuous in-flight measurements and monitoring of the tilts. 
However, the shortcomings of using such an approach are that it does not prevent the 
double-imaging, aps etc, which result from incorrect navigation, turbulence tc. With spaceborne 
imaging, there is a continuous flow of attitude information which is telemetered back to the ground 
receiving station together with the image data. There seems to be a lack of positive confirmation 
that this attitude information is used during the actual processing of the imagery. 
(iii) By use of ground control. This method is used when direct measurements of the exterior 
orientation parameters are not available. It may be carried out by employing an appropriate 
number of ground control points in conjunction with the a mathematical model. The major difficulty 
is that the exterior orientation of each line imaged by the SLR device would need to be determined. 
This approach cannot be utilized in any practical terms--the demands for control and computation 
would be impossible to meet. Therefore, as with all other types of line scan imagery, the usual 
approach is, in the first instance, to treat a short section of the SLR strip image as having a constant 
orientation. Since the orientation parameters are continuously varying in their amount and 
direction with time over the area of a single SLR image, almost inevitably the coefficients can only 
be determined in an approximate manner which has inherent limitations in the accuracy of their 
determination. Attempts can then be made to improve the accuracy of determining the orientation 
parameters by modelling their behaviour across the image using an interpolative method. 
The approach given by Leberl [14] for the determination of the orientation parameters uses the 
following unknown constants: 
(i) the flying height H; 
(ii) origin X0, Y0 in object space corresponding to image coordinates 
x =O, y =(Cg~2- H2)my; 
(iii) heading K0; 
(iv) squint ~b0; 
(v) scale mx along the x-coordinate axis; 
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and 
(vi) scale my along the y-axis. 
Neglecting the Earth's curvature, one obtains: 
Xp = X0 + x cos Ko" mx+ S" sin 40, 
Yl, = Yo + sin Ko . mx + S . [ (- H s ZP )2 
where 
"]J/2 
sin ¢oJ , 
ce  
S=y.my-¢  2" 
Each control point produces two equations with seven unknowns. The equation system in these 
seven unknowns is non-linear. The simplest solution therefore is an iterative one using linearized 
form of the above equations: 
dXv = dXo + x(cos Ko "dmx - sin Ko'm~ dKo) 
+sinq~o(y 'dmy+2de)+cosq~o(y 'mr+2e)dqbo;  
and 
( ce ) (  2 ) dYp=dYo+x(sinKodmx+cosKo.mx.dKo)-2sin2qbo y.my+--~ ydme+ de 
+ m,+-~ . (2s ind~oCOSd~o)dd~o+2(H-Zp)dH-2(H-Z~)dZ P. 
Once these values have been determined for an individual image, a more refined model can be 
established by applying time-varying functions to these parameters. This can be done in various 
ways. Two of these are outlined below. 
(a) Interpolation by polynomials representing the flight path and attitude variations 
The choice of the terms contained in the polynomials depends entirely on the assumptions made 
regarding the time-varying behaviour of the parameters. Polynomials of the type: 
dbx = ao + ajx + a2x  2 + a3 x3 + " " " ; 
dby = bo + blx + b2 x2 + b3 x3 +" " " , 
dbz = Co + cax + c2x 2 + C3 x3 d~ . . • • (17) 
dO = do + d~x + d2x 2 + d3 X3 +""  ; 
and 
dK = eo + ejx + e2x 2 + e3 X3  + • • • . 
have been suggested by Derenyi [12]. This assumes that the variations in the orientation parameters 
are functions of the image x-coordinates. Initially, their values are set to predetermined values for 
x = 0. When x # 0, the equations can be used to set up observation equations for the image 
coordinates observed. These allow the computation of the polynomial coefficients, which can then 
be used to estimate the situation for any other point in the image. In turn, these can be used to 
correct he errors in position either in terms of the change in image or ground coordinates induced 
by the deviations according to equations (24) (see later). 
(b ) Parameter estitution by modelling of flight path and attitude 
The basic idea in this approach is to assume a periodic variation for the parameters in terms 
of Fourier series expansions [14]. According to Dowideit [14] and Konecny [9, 15], this model takes 
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the following form: 
x x 2x 2x 
Xl = XI approx. + a0 + al cos ~ + a2 sin ~ + a3 cos ~-~ + a4 sin --~ + . . . . .  
YI = Y~ approx. + b0 + b, cos ~m + b2 sin x + b3 cos 2x tm -~m + b4 sin + . . . . .  
x x 
Z 1 = Z~ approx. + Co + c, cos - -  + c2 sin - -  + c3 cos 
tm tm 
~b =~b approx. +do +dlcos~+d2sin~+d3cos 
x x 
K = K approx. + e0 + el cos 7- + e2 sin 7- + e3 cos 
tm t~ 
2x 2x 
"~m + c4 sin -~ + . . . .  , 
"-~ + d4 sin + . . . . .  
2x 2x 
+ e4 sin --~ + . . . . .  
(18) 
where t m is a constant ime interval appropriately chosen for the frequency range of data. 
These equations will also allow (after linearization) the setting up of observation equations based 
on the image coordinates in order to compute the coefficients and can be used in the same manner 
as (a) above. 
Whichever of these methods is used to determine the elements of the exterior orientation, the 
extent of the displacements produced by the rotations d$ and dK, and the translations dbx, dby 
and dbz is a matter of fundamental importance in considering the geometric aspects of SLR 
imagery. 
THE GEOMETRICAL  EFFECTS OF THE ROTATIONS 
(i) dK (swing or yaw). A displacement dK results from an uncompensated crab in the orientation 
of the antenna relative to the flight path so that it no longer points in the desired direction at right 
angles to the path. If this pointing is maintained over a short section of the flight line, the result 
is a shearing deformation of the imaged terrain features (Fig. 7), i.e. a square-shaped object on 
the terrain will take the form of a rhombus on the image. Furthermore, variations in the value 
of dK will also cause double-imaging and gaps. Such phenomena re especially noticeable in 
airborne real-aperture SLR imagery. In the case of synthetic aperture radar, these effects are often 
minimized since frequently an INS is used in conjunction with a rotational mount for the antenna. 
Furthermore, any remaining residual misalignment of the antenna will largely be compensated for 
in the processing of the Doppler frequency shift of the signal returns. 
From Fig. 7, it can be seen that the effect of the dK in a single point is a lever arm displacement. 
The positional error induced in the X-direction (AX)x by an angular rotation dK is given by 
(AX)K = Y dK, (19) 
where Y is the across-track coordinate and dK is expressed in radians. Thus if a yaw of 0.1 ° 
(~- 2 mrad) is present, the image will have a displacement of about 3 m in the X-direction at the 
centre of an SLR image located 15 km from the antenna. It can be seen that serious positional 
X 
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Fig. 7. Geometric effect of a dK rotation [16]. 
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errors arise from this source if the dK error is allowed to arise or remains uncompensated for, 
especially when spaceborne imagery is being considered. 
(fi) dck (pitch or tip). Again, this is a lever arm displacement but, in this case, in the vertical 
(X-Z)  plane. A rotation dq~ applied to the antenna (Fig. 8) will give rise to a positional error (AX)~ 
in the X-direction as follows: 
(AX)~ = H d~b, (20) 
where H is the flight (or orbital) altitude. Therefore, at an altitude of 12 km, a d~b rotation of 2mrad 
will result in an along-track displacement of 24 m in the location of an SLR image. However, in 
the case of the space radar systems (H = 800 km), the same dqb error of 2 mrad will give rise to 
an along-track error of 1.6 km if it is allowed to occur or has not been compensated for. This, again, 
shows that serious positional errors will arise from this source if the d~b rotation remains 
uncompensated for. 
(iii) do9 (tilt or roll). The occurrence of this angular displacement is as shown on Fig. 9. An 
across-track tilt do) does not in fact produce a geometric displacement on the image since it has 
no effect on the measured radar range to an object. However, any excessive roll will cause a loss 
of coverage at either the near range or far range depending on whether the tilt is inwards or 
outwards with respect to the ground track. The result will be an image void at one edge of the 
film. 
THE GEOMETRICAL EFFECTS OF THE TRANSLATIONS 
The translational displacements are caused by the deviation of the carrying vehicle from its 
designed track or altitude. 
(a ) dbx (deviation in ttle along-track direction). As previously discussed, this type of displacement 
(Fig. 10) takes place when an erroneous platform velocity is determined or when the velocity of 
the vehicle and that of the film are wrongly synchronized. It is obvious therefore that this 
displacement affects only the image coordinates in the x-direction, i.e. 
AX,~x = dbX. (21) 
For example, for a vehicle moving at 300 m/s, a velocity error of + 10 m/s (i.e. 3%) continuing 
Terrain SLR image 
X 
- °  - . . _~ - "  
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Ay 
Fig. 10. Geometric effect of  dbx displacements. 
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Fig. 11. Geometric effect of dby displacements. 
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for 2 s will give rise to an along-track error dbX of + 20 m, i.e. the platform has moved 620 m 
instead of 600 m. For Seasat, for example, with a velocity of 7500 m/s over the ground a 1% error 
in this velocity continuing for 2 s will result in an along-track error of 150 m. 
(b) dby (deviation in the cross-track direction). The cause of this type of displacement (Fig. 11) 
is the deviation of the track from its desired or assumed value. It takes the form of a range error, 
which means that it affects the y-image coordinate only. The resulting error in position can be 
derived by differentiation of equation (1). Putting ds ~-AS, ASg ~-AY, one gets 
Sg Y 
aSdby = ~- Sg = -~ db Y. (22) 
(e) dbZ (altitude variation error). This displacement is sometimes referred to as the altitude 
uncertainty and is caused by the variation in the flying altitude of the vehicle above the reference 
surface. As can be seen from Fig. 12, this error affects the cross-track position only, i.e. the y-image 
coordinate. The formula for this error can also be derived from equation (1) in a similar way to 
(b) above and this gives 
H 
aS,~z = -~ " dbZ. (23) 
Examination of equation (23) shows that the effect of this translation is smaller at longer ranges, 
i.e. in the far-range part of the image, and larger at short ranges, i.e. at narrow elevation angles 
in the near-range part of the image. 
COMBINED EFFECT OF THE ELEMENTS OF EXTERIOR 
ORIENTATION ON SLR IMAGERY 
The combined effect of the changes in the elements of the exterior orientation on an SLR image 
can be derived by summing up the individual equations for image displacements derived in the last 
two sections. 
The individual equations (19)-(21) may be summed up to give the overall displacement caused 
by the elements dK, d~b and dbX. Similarly, in the Y-direction, equations (22) and (23) may be 
summed up to give the overall displacemnt caused by db Y and dbZ. The resulting equations are 
as follows: 
AX=YdK+ Hd¢+dbX]  
AY=Ydby+Hdbz"  I (24) 
THE EFFECT OF THE EARTH'S CURVATURE OF SLR IMAGERY 
The shape of a segment on the Earth's surface imaged by a SLR is not a plane but part of a 
sphere. However, for many situations, e.g. especially with aircraft imagery at low altitudes, the 
surface can be considered to be a plane, so that the basic imaging equations discussed above are 
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Fig. 13. Effect of the Earth's curvature. 
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derived on this basis. With SLR imagery taken from high-flying aircraft or from a satellite such 
as Seasat, this simplification is no longer valid and it is necessary to consider the effect of the 
curvature of the Earth on the imaging process and to derive corrections to the measured ranges 
to ensure that they correspond to the values that would have resulted if the Earth had been a fiat 
surface. 
For flat terrain, the error AS induced by the curvature of the Earth on the measured range S 
to a point P on the surface of the Earth is given by (Fig. 13) 
where 
and 
as  = (s  - s ' ) ,  
S = the measured (or computed) slant range 
S'  = the equivalent slant range to the point P '  located on the horizontal surface through the 
ground analogue of the antenna position O1. 
But 
S" = (Sg 2 + H2) 1/2 
.'. AS  = S - (H  2 + Sg2) j/2. 
Now, in triangle O~EP, one can write the following equation, 
S 2 = R 2 + (R + H)  2 - 2R(R  + H)  cos e, 
E = the angle subtended at the centre of Earth, 
R = radius of the Earth 
H = flying height; 
R 2 + (R + H)  2 -- S 2 
where 
and 
(25) 
.'. COS E = 
2R(R + H) 
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But f rom Taylor 's  Series, cos E - 1 - -  
£2 
2 
E: VRZ+(R+H)2-S21 
""1-2= L 2--~-~'~H3 A
£2 [R2+(R+H)2_S21 
"" 2 -L i-~7-~ j 
2R(R  + H) - [R 2 + (R + H) 2 -- S:] 
2R(R  + H)  
_ H 2 + S 2 
2R(R + H) 
E 2 S z - H: 
"" 2 2R(R + H) 
3 2 __ 9 2 
" E2~ 
R(R + H) 
f S _ H z 
• " = 
But  
Sg 
- -  = tan  E. 
R 
For  small values of  E, tan E - sin E - E, 
Sg / S 2 - H 2 
x /  S - H 2 
. ' .Sg=R R(R+H)  
2~ 2 ... _ 
L(R + H) J  
S 2 _ H 2 
. . Sg  2 ~ -  
1 + H/R"  
Substituting this equation into equation (25) gives 
I S 2 _ H 2 ]1/2 
AS = S - H 2 -t ] ~_-~_/-~3 . (26) 
Since R is a constant and H and S are measured or computed,  equation (26) gives the correction 
for Earth curvature directly. Taking R = 6370 km, then taking the Seasat SAR range of  836 km, 
and with H = 800 kin, this error amounts  to 3940 m which shows clearly that the Earth's  curvature 
effect must be corrected for in the case of  spaceborne radar imageries. 
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Fig. 14. (a) The returns on a signal film from one scattering point in successive range shots. (b) Curvature 
of the range history from a single point. (c) The appearance of the signal film when the radar pulses are 
chirped. (d) The effect of the Earth's rotation. 
THE EFFECT OF RANGE MIGRATION ON SLR IMAGERY 
Range migration (or range walk) is a term describing the effects that would cause a stationary 
ground object on the surface of the Earth to appear to describe a locus other than a straight line 
parallel to the flight path [17] (see Fig. 14). A number of factors contribute towards this effect, the 
most important ones being 
(i) the spherical wavefront 
and 
(ii) the rotation of the Earth. 
With regard to the former effect, with satellite SARs, the length of the synthetic aperture is so 
great that the curvature of the successive range returns from a single point is quite appreciable 
amounting to several range elements (Fig. 14b). Furthermore with chirped radar pulses (as 
normally used with a satellite-borne SAR) it will be seen (in Fig. 14c) that a time-varying Doppler 
shift is introduced so that, as the satellite moves away from the shortest range position, the 
frequency range of the chirped signal changes giving rise to curved "fringes" in the returning 
signals. A fuller account of this phenomenon is given in Barnett et al. [18]. 
Correction for range migration 
The extent of the total path curvature produced by these various effects will be considered 
significant if the slant range changes by more than one half the slant range resolution during the 
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time that the point target is in the processed part of the beam [17, 19]. If this situation exists, then 
range migration is said to be present, and must be corrected for before the cross-correlation 
operation is performed on the SAR data. In addition to causing a geometric error, failure to correct 
for this range migration will degrade the quality of the processed image. Bennett and Cumming [19] 
have derived an expression to enable a decision to be taken as to whether a range migration 
correction is necessary or not as follows: 
2V 
AS = ~a"  t~t, 
where 
and 
), = radar wavelength of transmission, 
V = platform speed, 
Ra = azimuth resolution 
Ot -- the range of offsets from the zero Doppler in the processed beam in the maximum beam 
yaw situation. 
Then, if AS > ½R,, then a range migration correction is needed. Using typical values for Ot of 3 s 
for spaceborne satellites [18], V = 8000 m/s, 2 = 0.3 m and Ra = 25 m, an error AS of 144 m, will 
result which shows clearly that the range migration correction is needed for spaceborne radar 
imagery. 
The contribution of the Earth's rotation to the problem of range migration stems from the fact 
that there is a transverse component of relative velocity between the satellite and a given object 
point. This produces a linear variation in range as the object progresses through the synthetic 
aperture, so that the range history curve will be tilted. It also produces a constant Doppler shift; 
this latter adds a further tilt term to the range history curve (Fig. 14d). 
Geometrically, this Earth movement produces a distortion of rectangles into parallelograms [18]. 
The extent of the contribution of the Earth's rotation on Seasat SAR images was evaluated by 
Kratky [20] where it was found that, for a full synthetic aperture length, the geometrical error 
induced by the Earth's rotation in the across-track direction amounts to 16m while in the 
along-track direction, the error amounts to < 1 m and could be ignored. 
THE EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC  REFRACTION ON SLR IMAGERY 
There is a steady variation in the air density of the Earth's atmosphere as altitude increases. This 
gives rise to a variation in the refractive index of the atmosphere. This variation in the refractive 
index tends to bend the microwave rays reflected from objects while they are travelling towards 
the radar antenna. In practice, each ray is refracted towards the normal so that the path of radiation 
may take the form of a spatial curve of higher order. The question arises as to whether the extent 
of this refraction is appreciable on SLR imagery. For airborne applications, consideration of this 
effect may take into account wo factors: 
(a) the curvature of the electromagnetic path 
and 
(b) the velocity error in the travel time of the electromagnetic wave. 
Curvature of the electromagnetic path 
Referring to Fig. 15, the range that should be considered is the actual value S and not the 
measured value Ss. The result of using Ss is an error AS in the slant range given by [7] 
AS= Ss3 
24p 2' 
where p is the radius of curvature of the ray (Fig. 15). In practice, it is difficult to acquire an 
accurate value for p. However, it appears from the little evidence available in the literature that 
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Fig. 15. Geometry of atmospheric refraction. 
the actual curvature is small. In the case of most airborne SLR applications, p may be expected 
to be very large compared with Ss, consequently this error is normally neglected in such cases. 
Variation of the electromagnetic wave velocity 
If the velocity of microwave propagation (c) used to compute Ss deviates from the true value, 
then an erroneous value for S~ will be obtained. The slant range Ss is given by, 
c ' t  
Ss= 2 '  
where c is the velocity of the microwave energy in a vacuum, taking the refractive index of the 
atmosphere as unity. 
If Co = true velocity of microwave energy to be used in the computation of S~, then 
as = c 0 t 
_ _  . _  
n 2' 
where n is the true refractive index of the atmosphere (-~ unity). A deviation An in the value of 
the true refractive index will result in an error in the slant range AS given by, 
AS = - co. -t An = __S~. An. 
n 2 2 n 
Again, in most airborne SLR surveys, An is a very small value so that the error resulting from this 
source is fairly small and can be neglected. 
For spaceborne SLR systems, however, the situation is quite different. Since satellite radars will 
operate at ranges between 300 and 1000 kms, the SLR rays have to pass through the ionosphere 
which is present in the upper part of the atmosphere. This consists of a layer of charged 
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particles--electrons and positive ions ionized by the u.v. radiation emitted by the sun. The profile 
of ion density in the ionosphere contains various concentrations in layers whose pattern is in a state 
of continual change from day to night, from season to season and from year to year. Solar activity 
such as Sunspots and solar flares can have a serious effect which is highly unpredictable in nature 
and extent. The path taken by the microwave nergy emitted and received from the SAR will 
therefore differ substantially from the straight line geometric (or vacuum) path because of the 
considerable r fraction induced by the ionosphere, thus causing a slant range error AS. At vertical 
incident angles, the refraction will be a minimum, but at the inclined angles which will be 
encountered in the case of an SLR, the refraction will increase depending on the angle of incidence 
(Fig. 16). 
Two factors which will greatly influence the actual amount of refraction produced by the 
ionosphere are the frequency (and wavelength) of the microwave nergy emitted by the SLR and 
the elevation. At low frequencies, e.g. 30 MHz, the ionosphere reflects the energy, while at higher 
frequencies, the microwave region propagation through the ionosphere is dispersive. Also at 
low elevation angles, the resulting error in range AS will be small, and larger at higher elevations 
(Fig. 17). 
The overall ionospheric ontribution to the range error is given by Wells [21] as follows: 
AS = (n -  l )dS =~-~2 +~,  
where 
n = the ionospheric refraction index, 
bl, b: = variables which are not functions of frequency, 
f = frequency of propagation 
0 30 ° Go o 90 ° 
ELevotion 
Fig. 17. Range correction vs elevation (not to scale)[20]. 
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and 
dS = the variable of integration. 
The higher the frequency, therefore, the smaller will be the error in range. This is almost certainly 
one of the reasons for the choice of such a high frequency (1000 MHz) for the Seasat SAR and 
other space systems. 
With SECOR and Doppler ranging carried out from geodetic satellites, measurements are 
normally made at a minimum of two frequencies so as to reduce the considerable errors resulting 
from the refractive ffects of the ionosphere. The measurements resulting from each frequency can 
be compared and, since each is affected by refraction to a different extent, the comparison allows 
a much more accurate range to be determined. The improvement in the positional accuracy which 
results from such corrections to the ranges can be seen in the quoted figures for a single frequency 
satellite Doppler device of + 400 m for a single pass compared with + 25 m for a dual frequency 
device for a single pass. Since most space SLR systems are single frequency ranging systems, one 
must anticipate that large errors in the imagery will be induced by ionosphere refraction. 
As in the case with Doppler satellite measurement techniques, the measured ranges must first 
be corrected for refraction. A number of formulae, corresponding to different approaches, exist 
for the correction of the range error caused by ionospheric refraction on single frequency 
systems [21, 22]. One of these is given by Wells [21] as follows: 
AS =~D -c (fg-fg f~) (h - t , ) ,  (27) 
where 
c = velocity of propagation of electromagnetic waves in vacuum, 
f~ = the reference frequency generated by the system, 
D = an observed quantity corresponding to a phase difference measurement and contains 
the effect of the ionosphere, 
f~ = the transmitted frequency of the radar system 
and 
(h- h)= a specified time interval. 
The error is therefore a variable function of D and time interval (t2 - tl). 
The extent of this error on space SAR imagery is not exactly known to the present author, but 
from experiences with other satellite ranging techniques, it would appear that it is not less than 
50 m. Furthermore, as mentioned above, effects may vary widely and the extent of the refraction 
present during an individual flight is not an exactly predictable amount since it depends greatly 
on solar activity. Obviously, an estimated but substantial correction must be made to the measured 
ranges and this will have to suffice, since it is difficult to imagine that the necessary information 
will be available from atmospheric scientists regarding the situation during a specific satellite orbit 
anywhere on the Earth. 
RELIEF DISPLACEMENT IN SLR IMAGERY 
In conventional photogrammetry carried out with frame cameras, the relief displacement is 
defined as the shift or displacement in the photographic position of an image caused by the relief 
of an object, i.e. by its elevation above or below a reference datum surface. With respect o this 
datum plane, relief displacement is outward for points whose elevations are above the datum and 
inward for points whose elevations are below the datum. 
For SLR, however, relief displacement takes place in the directions opposite to those experienced 
in conventional perspective photography, i.e. inwards towards the radar antenna for points whose 
elevations are above the reference datum and outwards for points whose elevations are below it. 
This is because the pulse of electromagnetic energy emitted by the SLR will travel with a definite 
wavefront so that the top of a vertical object is the first point struck by the radar pulse. Since it 
gives a return signal before that produced from the bottom, it is imaged first and so gives the 
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Fig. 18. Geometry of SLR relief displacement and radar. 
distinctive form of relief displacement ofSLR in which the image is displaced inwards towards the 
flight line for an object lying above the datum plane. 
From Fig. 18a, the image of point A on the vertical object AB will be displaced at A'. On a 
slant range presentation, the displacement is given by the distance 
H 
AB'  = h cos O " h . -~ , 
where 
h = the height of object AB above the datum, 
0 = the elevation angle 
and 
S = the slant range distance to the object. 
With a ground range presentation, the displacement is given by 
H 
BA" = h cos 0 = h • - - .  (28) s, 
Thus in both cases, the displacement increases with decreasing elevation angles (and shorter 
ranges). 
Associated with the relief displacement error is the radar shadow corresponding to the "dead 
areas" that the photogrammetrist encounters with terrain or buildings with wide angle or super 
wide angle aerial photography. The shadow length in SLR imagery is the distance BC = h tan 0 
(Fig. 18b). Thus, it increases with increasing elevation angles and longer ranges. As can be seen, 
a radar shadow is not a geometric error but it creates a void in the image, which prevents any 
interpretation a d measurement of the image in the area of the void. Needless to say, the presence 
of such a void in the image cannot be corrected for. For mountainous areas, radar relief 
displacements are usually the largest departures from a map-like geometry which are present on 
the radar image. They are a serious problem for the user since terrain height information has to 
be generated from some other source before any geometric orrection can be made. 
Certain configurations of SLR have the capability of determining this height information from 
single radar images by using interferometric techniques [2]. However, this has not yet been used 
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operationally as far as civilian users are concerned. Recently, interest has been shown in the use 
of digital terrain models, which digitally store the elevation as a function of horizontal position. 
Height information from these data can be obtained to effect corrections for terrain relief on SLR 
imagery. While conceptually quite simple, this procedure is operationally quite difficult and 
attainable only with sophisticated computer programs. Tests of this technique have been carried 
out by the present author and had been reported in Ali [23]. 
RADAR IMAGE TRANSFORMATION POLYNOMIALS 
Instead of attempting to compute the exterior orientation elements or their variations as 
discussed before, another possible approach is to apply some form of interpolative procedure to 
allow rectification of the processed SAR image or to enable it to be fitted to the terrain coordinate 
system without directly involving either the imaging equations or the orientation parameters 
derived previously. Either quite arbitrary or specially selected transformation polynomials can be 
used to effect a direct transformation from the measured radar image coordinates to the terrain 
system in much the same manner as has been done with Landsat MSS and RBV imagery in recent 
years. 
However, in the case of SLR imagery, some attempts should be made to select a set of polynomial 
parameters in the light of the knowledge of the basic imaging equations 16 and the known effects 
of the image displacements produced by dK, d~b, dbx, dby and dbz. By expressing these 
displacements a continuous functions of the image x-coordinates as in equations (17), applying 
them to equations (24) and taking the scale factor into consideration, the errors in the image 
coordinates dx and dy induced by these displacements will have the general form 
dx = Oto + cqx + o~2y q'- Ot3xy -'F O~4X 2-'l- Otsx2y q'- 0~6 x3 "31- Ot7x3y ], 
(29) 
dy flo + fl~x + flEY + fl3xY + fig x2 + flsx2y + f16 x3 + fl7x3y.J 
Based on these equations, the relationship between the x, y image coordinates of the SLR system 
and the X, Y coordinates of the corresponding point in the terrain may be expressed as follows: 
X = n o + nix + n2y + n3xy + n4 x2 -]- nsx2y + n6 x3 "~ n7x3y ] 
(30) 
Y m 0 +mjx  + m2y + m3xy q- m4 x2 q- msx2y + m6 X3 q- m7x3y )i" 
where 
ni, mi = the polynomial transformation parameters, 
X, Y = the terrain coordinates of a point 
and 
x, y = its corresponding image coordinates. 
Equations (30) are the main polynomial transformations u ed in an experimental work with a 
set of SLR images. They have been programmed for the digital rectification of Seasat imagery 
obtained over test areas in U.K. Their efficiency in transforming SLR imagery to the terrain has 
been evaluated by a comprehensive s ries of tests carried out by the present author. The results 
of these tests will be the subject matter of separate paper. 
CONCLUSION 
The paper has addressed a theoretical pproach concerned with mathematical modelling of SLR 
imaging eometry and errors inherent in an SLR image coordinates. Both airborne and spaceborne 
systems have been discussed. A pair of correction curves has been formulated in order to transform 
mathematically the SLR image coordinates to the geodetic (terrain) system. The correction curves 
have been programmed and implememented for this purpose and the results obtained are now 
being investigated and analysed and will be the subject matter of a separate paper. 
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